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Northern Star (Australia)
Tuesday, 25 June 2013
She prosecuted war criminals
Marnie Johnston

Kirsten Keith, International lawyer, specialist in international humanitarian Law,
was presenting a public seminar in Bangalow about protecting women in war.

LAWS on sexual violence in war was the topic at Kirsten Keith's seminar in Bangalow yesterday.
The former legal officer for the prosecution at the Special Court for Sierra Leone now lives in Bexhill.
Ms Keith is a specialist in international humanitarian law who spent more than 10 years working for the
prosecution at the international criminal trials for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. The trials
prosecuted and convicted perpetrators of sexual violence against women.
She was also part of the team that prosecuted Charles Taylor, the former warlord who was sentenced to 50
years in prison last year for his role in atrocities committed in Sierra Leone during the 1990s.
The seminar yesterday was facilitated by Red Cross Australia and focused on the development of the law
against sexual violence during armed conflict, and looking at the different tribunals that have been set up
and some of the groundbreaking the tribunals have seen.
Having been a part, from the beginning, of the first war crimes trial since the Second World War when
she was working at the Yugoslav tribunal, she said her job had been very gratifying and very humbling.
"You get to meet a lot of the victims and witnesses and it's very humbling to actually meet them and have
them share their stories with you," she said.
"They've been subject to really horrendous atrocities and yet throughout everything they've experienced,
they remain dignified and they continue to get on with their lives - they don't play the victim really at all."
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Having seen the law come so far, she still thinks there is a long way to go.
"I'm pleased the law has got to where it is, and it's very clear that it is a crime, but now what I really want
to see is more prosecutions - domestically as well as internationally.
"The UN tribunals can only do so much - there really needs to be a push now on a domestic level."
"It's good to see now it's finally at the forefront of the media."
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Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts in Cambodia
Tuesday, 25 June 2013
Engaging men and women in uniform
About 800 young men and women in combat fatigues filled the gymnasium at the Infantry Institute in
Kampong Speu gymnasium to capacity in the morning of Friday 21 June. They had come to listen to a
presentation by staffers from the ECCCs Public Affairs Section.

Students at the Institute are considered soldiers, even as they work toward bachelor’s degrees. It was
Public Affairs’ second visit to the Infantry Institute in less than a year; national-side spokesperson
Pheaktra Neth spoke there in July 2012. However, to maximize its educational effect, the event’s
organizers ensured there was no overlap between the two audiences.
The presentation began with an overview of the Khmer Rouge regime, progressing to the founding of the
ECCC in 2006 and then to sometimes-opaque, legalistic aspects of concluded Case 001, ongoing Case
002, and proposed cases 003 and 004. Three hours after it began, the presentation was still not over, as
students took advantage of a Q&A session to fill gaps in their knowledge of the Khmer Rouge and ECCC.
Some students asked about the financial health of the ECCC. Could Cambodia stage the trials without
international assistance? Will Cambodia be expected to pay back donations? How long will donors
support the court? Others ventured into the political realm, asking, for example, why the ECCC was only
established decades after the Khmer Rouge fell from power. Still others asked questions that must occur
to every Cambodian at one time or another: How could Pol Pot, who claimed to embody Khmer
nationalism, oversee such slaughter of his people? Why do the trials take many months, since, in the
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words of one student, “we already know the crimes took place“? Altogether, Mr Neth fielded 70
questions, ranking Friday’s Q&A among the longest since outreach began seven years ago.

Sok San, a professor of military history, organized the visit on the Institute’s end. He says he devotes
time in all his classes to the Democratic Kampuchea era, but encourages students to broaden their
knowledge independently. Some had already visited the ECCC at his urging. Others had long been
curious about the tribunal, but had no one to answer their questions. He says he hopes the ECCC’s latest
outreach will inspire more of his students to travel to Phnom Penh to observe the ongoing hearings.
Public Affairs representatives ended the trip by distributing ECCC t-shirts, caps and educational materials
to the assembled students, who stood and saluted as their visitors exited the building.
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The Economist
Monday, 24 June 2013
The International Criminal Court on screen
Ready for its close-up
by S.S.

SOME posters for "The Court" feature four stern-looking legal eagles and Angelina Jolie. One could be
forgiven for thinking the film is a Hollywood courtroom drama. Indeed, the film's storyline has all the
makings of a proper thriller: an epic ‘good versus evil’ plot, a host of terrifying baddies and a charismatic
if flawed hero, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, the first prosecutor for the International Criminal Court (ICC) at
The Hague. Yet "The Court", directed by Michele Gentile and Marcus Vetter and released recently in
Germany, is no blockbuster, but a fascinating documentary about the pioneering work of the first world
court.
Created in 2002, the ICC is designed to mete out international justice, handling cases of war crimes,
genocide and crimes against humanity that can't be tried on national soil. The court's aims are pure, but its
work has been unwieldy and controversial. Without any sort of enforcement mechanism, the ICC relies on
individual nations to carry out its arrest warrants. Its jurisdiction is limited to the 120 countries that have
signed up.
These challenges form the backdrop of "The Court", which tells the story of the ICC from the perspective
of Mr Moreno-Ocampo, whose term as prosecutor ended in June 2012. Messrs Gentile and Vetter
followed the Argentine prosecutor for six years and across four continents as he worked to bring an array
of warlords and genocidal dictators to justice. Clocking in at less than 90 minutes, the film offers a
dizzying snapshot of the range of the ICC’s work and the horror of the crimes, as well as a sense of Mr
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Moreno-Ocampo's boundless energy. A magnetic man fuelled by conviction, he is constantly on the
move, from the killing fields of Uganda, Darfur and the Congo to the war-torn streets of Libya and Gaza,
with regular visits to the UN Security Council. The film offers a sympathetic portrayal of the hard work of
the ICC, which is often accused of being slow and ineffectual. Viewers are led to understand that if Mr
Moreno-Ocampo had few verdicts on his watch, it was not for lack of trying.
That it took over a decade before the ICC secured its first successful prosecution may be seen as evidence
of the its incompetence. But for Mr Moreno-Ocampo the conviction in 2012 of Thomas Lubanga, a
Congolese warlord, was a historic triumph, and it forms the spine of the film. "The Court" dips in and out
of Mr Lubanga’s trial, from its start in 2009 to its climactic finish, when he was sentenced to 14 years
imprisonment for forcing children to serve as soldiers in Democratic Republic of Congo. At the wellattended final hearing (where the camera lingers on Ms Jolie, who witnessed the decision), the court is
addressed by Benjamin Ferencz, a former prosecutor for the Nuremberg trials, who at 93 was invited by
Mr Moreno-Ocampo to be an honorary prosecutor for the occasion.
Messrs Gentile and Vetter ultimately
tidy the mess of international justice
into a heart-warming story worthy of
Hollywood. Mr Lubunga's conviction
marks the end of Mr MorenoOcampo’s nine-year tenure as
prosecutor. The film follows him as he
clears out his office and says his final
farewells. Following the credits is a
postscript reminiscent of "Shawshank
Redemption", with Messrs MorenoOcampo and Ferencz walking together
on a beach in Florida. “Without
dreams there is no progress,” Mr Frenecz tells the camera.
This is not first time Mr Moreno-Ocampo and the ICC have been the subject of a documentary. Given the
uncritical approach taken by "The Court", it would be wise to make time to watch "Prosecutor" as well.
This 2010 documentary, directed and narrated by Barry Stevens, also follows Mr Moreno-Ocampo,
though only from 2008 to 2009. But where "The Court" sidesteps criticisms of his work, "The Prosecutor"
faces them head on. Critics of the ICC are heard accusing Mr Moreno-Ocampo of “grandstanding”,
“woolly-thinking” and of straying too far into politics. The film also explores accusations that the ICC has
deliberately ignored possible war crimes in Afghanistan and Iraq in order to make “an accommodation
with American power”.
One of the thorniest issues of international justice is the so-called 'justice versus peace' dilemma: namely
whether threat of prosecution may actually prolong a conflict. Though it is conventional to believe that
there can be no real peace without justice, some argue that the prospect of imprisonment deters warring
parties from surrendering and engaging in negotiations. "Prosecutor" considers how the ICC's 2009
decisions to indict Omar al-Bashir, Sudan's president, and Joseph Kony, the head of Uganda's brutal
Lord's Resistance Army, influenced the conflicts in Darfur and Uganda. Days after he was indicted, Mr alBashir expelled 13 international aid organisations from Darfur and dismantled three domestic aid NGOs.
Yet the humanitarian crisis in Darfur did not turn into a regional disaster, and Sudan even signed a peace
treaty with the main Darfuri rebel group. As for Mr Kony, he fled to Congo soon after a warrant was
issued against him, and has continued to commit atrocities in the region.
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"Prosecutor" hems and haws about the work of the ICC, but ultimately offers a view that is similar to that
of "The Court". “If we want a less violent world,” Mr Stevens concludes, “What alternative is there to the
rule of law?"
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Associated Press
Monday, 24 June 2013
UN court prosecutor to appeal recent acquittal
By MIKE CORDER — Associated Press
THE HAGUE, Netherlands — The chief prosecutor of the U.N. Yugoslav war crimes tribunal voiced
concern Monday at the "destructive" effects of a critical letter written by one the court's judges that
suggested the United States may have tried to influence verdicts.
The letter, which leaked into the media earlier this month, offers no evidence of possible outside
interference, but even so it has ignited a storm of criticism of the court among survivors of the Balkans
wars and led to calls for the tribunal's American president, Theodor Meron, to quit.
Washington has emphatically rejected the suggestions in the letter written by Danish Judge Frederik
Harhoff in the aftermath of three high-profile acquittals of senior suspects from Serbia and Croatia of
orchestrating atrocities.
"I am sitting here with a very uncomfortable feeling that the court has changed direction under the
influence of pressure from 'the military establishments' in certain dominant countries," a translation of the
Danish-language letter says.
Elsewhere, the letter reads: "Have any American or Israeli officials ever exerted pressure on the American
presiding judge (the presiding judge for the court that is) to ensure a change of direction? We will
probably never know."
U.S. Ambassador-at-Large for war crimes issues Stephen J. Rapp told The Associated Press in an email
last Friday that U.S. officials "respect the independence of the tribunals (for Yugoslavia and Rwanda) and
do not seek to influence their decisions in any case."
"We wish always to see a fair process with guilt decided solely on the evidence based on legal standards
that are consistently applied," Rapp added.
The tribunal's press office denied repeated AP requests to interview Meron; Harhoff, when reached by
phone, also refused comment.
In the first public comment about the scandal by a senior official of the tribunal, Chief Prosecutor Serge
Brammertz said Monday he is "concerned about destructive elements in the debate" that followed the
letter's publication. He also announced he will appeal the most recent acquittal and is considering seeking
a review of another of the cases.
The first of the three shock acquittals came last November when the appeals chamber led by Meron
cleared two Croat generals, Ante Gotovina and Mladen Markac, of atrocities against Serbs in a 1995
offensive. It was followed by another acquittal by Meron's appeal's chamber of Gen. Momcilo Perisic - a
former chief of staff of the Yugoslav National Army who was convicted in 2011 and sentenced to 27
years for aiding and abetting Bosnian Serb forces responsible for vicious crimes throughout the 1992-95
Bosnian war.
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Finally, last month, a tribunal trial chamber acquitted two former senior members of Serbia's secret
service of arming and supporting murderous Bosnian Serb paramilitaries during the wars in Bosnia and
Croatia.
The judgments were seen by experts as significantly raising the legal threshold for holding commanders
responsible for the crimes of their subordinates and reversing years of jurisprudence at the groundbreaking 20-year-old court.
The acquittals of Perisic, Jovica Stanisic and Franko Simatovic coupled with Harhoff's letter outraged
Bosnian survivors, who are now urging Meron to resign.
"If he does not do it himself, we will make sure he will be replaced and we will even initiate a legal
procedure," said Satko Mujagic, a survivor of the notorious Serb-run Omarska prison camp during
Bosnia's 1992-95 war.
The Association of Victims and Witnesses of Genocide, which groups of about 15 different associations,
also called on the American judge to quit.
And it is not only victims who are concerned by the letter.
Prof. David Crane, an international law expert from Syracuse University College of Law and former
prosecutor of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, said the tribunal has to publicly establish the truth or risk
an indelible stain on its reputation.
"If this type of alleged - and I underscore alleged - manipulation if going on this is really quite
problematic; it brings the whole system into question," said Crane. "And it certainly is a huge black mark
on the ICTY. That's why I'm saying they've got to move quickly, neutrally, openly and fairly to get to the
bottom of this so they can move on."
Crane said he had never been put under any pressure by U.S. authorities during his time with the Sierra
Leone court.
Another tribunal watcher, Dov Jacobs, an assistant professor of international law at Leiden University,
agreed that there could be cause for an investigation.
"If they're asking the court to investigate the fact that Judge Meron might have received directions from
his government then I think that's fair enough," he said. "There's no evidence so far, but that would be a
legitimate cause for investigation."
But Jacobs said the recent acquittals of top Serbian officials for involvement in Bosnian atrocities was in
line with another ruling - by the U.N.'s highest judicial organ, the International Court of Justice - that in a
landmark 2007 ruling refused to point to Serbia as chief architect of the 1995 Srebrenica massacre in
which some 8,000 Muslim men and boys were murdered by Bosnian Serb forces.
"The ICJ clearly said that Serbia did not commit genocide, was not an accomplice in genocide and only if you can use the term - only failed to prevent genocide," he said. "So there is a consistency there."
Associated Press Writers Jan Olsen in Copenhagen, Denmark, and Aida Cerkez in Sarajevo, Bosnia,
contributed to this story.

